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QUESTIONI DI FINE VITA EUTANASIA SMN Lo sviluppo tecnologico in ambito medico ha reso il conﬁne tra la vita e la morte non più così netto come in passato, e se la tecnologia ha permesso di rendere
sempre più sottile Il conﬁne tra la vita e la morte, ha generato anche delle nuove questioni morali, che sono ﬁglie delle nuove tecnologie. L'eutanasia nell 'ambito della bioetica medica di oggi rappresenta
proprio una di queste nuove questioni. Il dibattito coinvolge non solo l'ambito medico, ma anche quello ﬁlosoﬁco, teologico, giuridico, ampliﬁcandosi anche all'interno dell 'opinione pubblica. Le questioni di
ﬁne vita non sembrano trovare soluzioni unanimi, in quanto diﬀerenti interpretazioni antropologiche portano a diﬀerenti soluzioni, diﬃcilmente conciliabili. The History of Religions Essays in
Methodology Towards a Uniﬁed Italy Historical, Cultural, and Literary Perspectives on the Southern Question Springer Since uniﬁcation in 1860, Italy has remained bitterly divided between
the rich North and the underdeveloped South. This book examines the historical, literary, and cultural contexts that have informed and inﬂamed the debate on the Southern Question for over a century. It
brings together analysis of cinema, literature, and newspaper archives to reconsider the myths and stereotypes that both Northerners and Southerners deploy in their narratives. Salvatore DiMaria oﬀers a
masterful assessment of the entangled issues that have produced the South’s image as impoverished and backwards, such as organized crime, illiteracy, and mass emigration. Documenting the state’s
largely failed eﬀorts to bring the South into its socio-economic fold, DiMaria also points to the future, arguing that the European Union and globalization are transformative forces that may ﬁnally produce a
uniﬁed Italy. Diﬀused Religion Beyond Secularization Springer This book explores the concept of diﬀused religion as it is found in contemporary society, resulting from a vast process of religious
socialisation that continues to pervade our cultural reality. It provides a critical engagement with a framework of non-institutional religion that is based on values largely shared in society by being diﬀused
through primary and secondary socialisation. Cipriani also contends that these very values which give form to diﬀused religion can also be seen in themselves as their own kind of religion. As a result, they
go beyond secularisation and favour the religious continuum extending around the world of diﬀused religions. This work will be of great interest to scholars in the Sociology of Religion and to anyone
wanting to learn more about the social aspects of religion. Parliamo Italiano! Houghton Miﬄin College Division The Second Edition of Parliamo italiano! instills ﬁve core language skills by pairing cultural
themes with essential grammar points. Students use culture—the geography, traditions, and history of Italy—to understand and master the language. The 60-minute Parliamo italiano! video features
stunning, on-location footage of various cities and regions throughout Italy according to a story line corresponding to each unit's theme and geographic focus. Etruscan Orientalization BRILL Etruscan
Orientalization outlines the modern inﬂuences of orientalism, nationalism, and colonialism in the terms ‘orientalizing’ and ‘orientalization’ to reconsider their use in describing Mediterranean connectivity in
the eighth and seventh centuries BCE. Sumerian mythology : a study of spiritual and literary achievement in the third millennium B.C. The Making of Medieval Sardinia BRILL This landmark
volume combines classic and revisionist essays to explore the historiography of Sardinia’s exceptional transition from an island of the Byzantine empire to the rise of its own autonomous rulers, the
iudikes, by the 1000s. Essays on the History of Religions BRILL Socialism of Fools Capitalism and Modern Anti-Semitism Columbia University Press In Socialism of Fools, Michele Battini focuses
on the critical moment during the Enlightenment in which anti-Jewish stereotypes morphed into a sophisticated, modern social anti-Semitism. He recovers the potent anti-Jewish, anticapitalist propaganda
that cemented the idea of a Jewish conspiracy in the European mind and connects it to the atrocities that characterized the Jewish experience in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Beginning in the
eighteenth century, counter-Enlightenment intellectuals and intransigent Catholic writers singled out Jews for conspiring to exploit self-sustaining markets and the liberal state. These ideas spread among
socialist and labor movements in the nineteenth century and intensiﬁed during the Long Depression of the 1870s. Anti-Jewish anticapitalism then migrated to the Habsburg Empire with the Christian Social
Party; to Germany with the Anti-Semitic Leagues; to France with the nationalist movements; and to Italy, where Revolutionary Syndicalists made anti-Jewish anticapitalism the basis of an alliance with the
nationalists. Exempliﬁed best in the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, the infamous document that "leaked" Jewish plans to conquer the world, the Jewish-conspiracy myth inverts reality and creates a
perverse relationship to historical and judicial truth. Isolating the intellectual roots of this phenomenon and its contemporary resonances, Battini shows us why, so many decades after the Holocaust, Jewish
people continue to be a powerful political target. Italian Mathematics Between the Two World Wars Springer Science & Business Media This book describes Italian mathematics in the period between
the two World Wars. It analyzes the development by focusing on both the interior and the external inﬂuences. Italian mathematics in that period was shaped by a colorful array of strong personalities who
concentrated their eﬀorts on a select number of ﬁelds and won international recognition and respect in an incredibly short time. Consequently, Italy was considered a third mathematical power after
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France and Germany. The Boundaries of Europe From the Fall of the Ancient World to the Age of Decolonisation Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG Europe’s boundaries have mainly been
shaped by cultural, religious, and political conceptions rather than by geography. This volume of bilingual essays from renowned European scholars outlines the transformation of Europe’s boundaries from
the fall of the ancient world to the age of decolonization, or the end of the explicit endeavor to “Europeanize” the world.From the decline of the Roman Empire to the polycentrism of today’s world, the
essays span such aspects as the confrontation of Christian Europe with Islam and the changing role of the Mediterranean from “mare nostrum” to a frontier between nations. Scandinavia, eastern Europe
and the Atlantic are also analyzed as boundaries in the context of exploration, migratory movements, cultural exchanges, and war. The Boundaries of Europe, edited by Pietro Rossi, is the ﬁrst installment
in the ALLEA book series Discourses on Intellectual Europe, which seeks to explore the question of an intrinsic or quintessential European identity in light of the rising skepticism towards Europe as an
integrated cultural and intellectual region. Patterns in Comparative Religion In this era of increased knowledge the essence of religious phenomena eludes the psychologists, sociologists, linguists, and
other specialists because they do not study it as religious. According to Mircea Eliade, they miss the one irreducible element in religious phenomena-the element of the sacred. Eliade abundantly
demonstrates universal religious experience and shows how humanity's eﬀort to live within a sacred sphere has manifested itself in myriad cultures from ancient to modern times; how certain beliefs,
rituals, symbols, and myths have, with interesting variations, persisted. The Living Goddesses Univ of California Press Presents evidence to support the author's woman-centered interpretation of
prehistoric civilizations, considering the prehistoric goddesses, gods and religion, and discussing the living goddesses--deities which have continued to be venerated through the modern era.
Anthropology and the Greeks Routledge The ﬁrst section of the book deals with the history of the relationship of classical studies and anthropology. In the second section the more material aspects of
ancient Greek life are considered and the author relates the economic history of the period to new approaches in archaeology and economic anthropology. The place of kinship in the social structure of the
Greek city-state; the social factors involved in the genesis of Greek philosophy; and the structural and institutional components of 'freedom' in classical Athens are all examined. First published in 1978.
The All-knowing God Researches Into Early Religion and Culture The Mirror of Perfection Being a Record of Saint Frances of Assisi Createspace Independent Publishing Platform THE
"Speculum Perfectionis", as a separate work, was ﬁrst published by M. Paul Sabatier in 1898. A translation of it into English by Dr. Sebastian Evans appeared in the November of the same year. " I am not
unmindful", says Lady De La Warr in her prefatory note to the present translation, "of the fact that another translation exists, but in that work the mediaeval Latin is reproduced in mediaeval English more
suited to the scholar than to the general reader". It would be impossible to claim a hearing in more graceful or charitable terms, for truth to tell it is the scholar rather than the general reader who is likely
to lose patience under the stilted archaisms of the ﬁrst translation. Thirteenth-century Latin is made no more real to us by adopting English of the fourteenth and ﬁfteenth centuries: to talk of "adread",
and "uneath", and "natheless", and " enow " in rendering the language of thirteenth-century Italians who wrote in Latin does not enlighten and can only befog those whom it does not irritate. Lady De La
Warr has done her translation well, into good, straightforward, unaﬀected English, catching at times with very happy turns the homespun simplicity of the original. It is the only method: simple medieeval
Latin is best rendered by simple English, digniﬁed if you will, but peculiar to no century, and from this point of. view the present translator has done her task faithfully and at times admirably. And
Franciscan scholars, too, will note with pleasure 'the' moderation of the title-page. The "Mirror of Perfection" is now only "ascribed" to "Brother Leo of Assisi"; Dr. Evans. following M. Sabatier, roundly states
that it was "written" by "Brother Leo of Assisi" be fully agrees with the French writer in regarding the whole book as having been completed within seven months of the death of S. Francis. The view has
been very generally accepted in England, presumably owing to the inﬂuence of Dr. Evans' translation, and" the present work should have the desirable result of at" least suggesting the possibility of
another view. In an all too brief preface Father Cuthbert' admits that. the book certainly bears "the impress of various hands ", and he calls attention to the fact that "the majority of critics hold that it is of
a later date". (He is in error in stating that M. Sabatier "claims. that it was written in the year 1228, two years after S. Francis' death": the claim of the French critic is far more precise, namely that it was
completed on 11 May 1227, about seven months after the Saint's death.) But the book would have been all the more valuable for a few notes : as it is even its most obvious errors are left standing without
comment. For instance S. Francis is said, by the slip of a scribe or the error of a late writer, to have died at forty years of age instead of forty-four. So, too, the year of his death is given as 1227, but we
should have been told that that is according to the Pisan calculation, and that 1226 is the date according to our calendar. --The Saturday Review, Vol.95 Situating Everyday Life Practices and Places
SAGE The study of everyday life is fundamental to our understanding of modern society. This agenda-setting book provides a coherent, interdisciplinary way to engage with everyday activities and
environments. Arguing for an innovative, ethnographic approach, it uses detailed examples, based in real world and digital research, to bring its theories to life. The book focuses on the sensory,
embodied, mobile and mediated elements of practice and place as a route to understanding wider issues. By doing so, it convincingly outlines a robust theoretical and methodological approach to
understanding contemporary everyday life and activism. A fresh, timely book, this is an excellent resource for students and researchers of everyday life, activism and sustainability across the social
sciences. Accabadora Catapult The award winning Accabadora is an exceptional English–language debut, written with intriguing subtlety reﬂecting a sensual picture of local Italian life and death in
villages during the 1950's. A time where family ties and obligations still decide much of life's ebb and ﬂow. A must read for those who love a touch of the unusual. Formerly beautiful and at one time
betrothed to a fallen soldier, Bonaria Urrai has a long held covenant with the dead. Midwife to the dying, easing their suﬀering and sometimes ending it, she is revered and feared in equal measure as the
village's Accabadora. When Bonaria adopts Maria, the unloved fourth child of a widow, she tries to shield the girl from the truth about her role as an angel of mercy. Moved by the pleas of a young man
crippled in an accident, she breaks her golden rule of familial consent, and in the recriminations that follow, Maria rejects her and ﬂees Sardinia for Turin. Adrift in the big city, Maria strives as ever to ﬁnd
love and acceptance, but her eﬀorts are overshadowed by the creeping knowledge of a debt unpaid, of a duty and destiny that must one day be hers. Accabadora has been awarded seven major literary
prizes, including Italy's prestigious Premio Campiello. Sardinia in the Mediterranean--A Footprint in the Sea Studies in Sardinian Archaeology Presented to Miriam S. Balmuth Bloomsbury
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T&T Clark Beginning with the ﬁrst settlements in the Paleolithic, and ending with the Roman period, this book brings together in a single volume the latest research in Sardinian studies. This Festschrift
includes discussions over the nature of Paleolithic settlement on Sardinia, and presents new data on Neolithic chronology, architecture, religion, settlement patterns and metallurgy. The relations between
Phoenician, Punic, Greek and Roman colonists and the indigenous Sards in the Iron Age are also treated. The Philosophy of Giambattista Vico Sacred Narrative Readings in the Theory of Myth
Univ of California Press Alan Dundes deﬁnes myth as a sacred narrative that explains how the world and humanity came to be in their present form. This new volume brings together classic statements on
the theory of myth by the authors. The twenty-two essays by leading experts on myth represent comparative, functionalist, myth-ritual, Jungian, Freudian, and structuralist approaches to studying the
genre. People of the Mediterranean An Essay in Comparative Social Anthropology Routledge The Mediterranean countries have long attracted the attention of social anthropologists, from Frazer
and Durkheim to the present day. In this volume, ﬁrst published in 1977, Dr Davis reviews the extensive anthropological material collected and published by people who have worked in the area and
claims that social anthropologists have a distinctive opportunity to compare similar kinds of institution and process in a variety of contexts – political, economic, bureaucratic, religious. He examines
countries, tribes and communities stretching from Spain all the way round the Mediterranean and back along the coast of North Africa. In chapters on economics, stratiﬁcation, politics, family and kinship,
he has found it possible and sensible to set Albanian and Berber tribesmen beside each other, and to discuss Italian and Lebanese peasants in the same paragraph. The result is both a survey of the
anthropological material and an essay in comparison, founded on a critique of the work of his predecessors and colleagues. The last chapter is an account of the uses anthropologists have made of the
historical sources available to them. Studies in Greek Genealogy Brill Archive Revolt Against the Modern World Politics, Religion, and Social Order in the Kali Yuga Simon and Schuster With
unﬂinching gaze and uncompromising intensity Julius Evola analyzes the spiritual and cultural malaise at the heart of Western civilization and all that passes for progress in the modern world. As a gadﬂy,
Evola spares no one and nothing in his survey of what we have lost and where we are headed. At turns prophetic and provocative, Revolt against the Modern World outlines a profound metaphysics of
history and demonstrates how and why we have lost contact with the transcendent dimension of being. The revolt advocated by Evola does not resemble the familiar protests of either liberals or
conservatives. His criticisms are not limited to exposing the mindless nature of consumerism, the march of progress, the rise of technocracy, or the dominance of unalloyed individualism, although these
and other subjects come under his scrutiny. Rather, he attempts to trace in space and time the remote causes and processes that have exercised corrosive inﬂuence on what he considers to be the higher
values, ideals, beliefs, and codes of conduct--the world of Tradition--that are at the foundation of Western civilization and described in the myths and sacred literature of the Indo‑Europeans. Agreeing with
the Hindu philosophers that history is the movement of huge cycles and that we are now in the Kali Yuga, the age of dissolution and decadence, Evola ﬁnds revolt to be the only logical response for those
who oppose the materialism and ritualized meaninglessness of life in the twentieth century. Through a sweeping study of the structures, myths, beliefs, and spiritual traditions of the major Western
civilizations, the author compares the characteristics of the modern world with those of traditional societies. The domains explored include politics, law, the rise and fall of empires, the history of the
Church, the doctrine of the two natures, life and death, social institutions and the caste system, the limits of racial theories, capitalism and communism, relations between the sexes, and the meaning of
warriorhood. At every turn Evola challenges the reader’s most cherished assumptions about fundamental aspects of modern life. A controversial scholar, philosopher, and social thinker, JULIUS EVOLA
(1898-1974) has only recently become known to more than a handful of English‑speaking readers. An authority on the world’s esoteric traditions, Evola wrote extensively on ancient civilizations and the
world of Tradition in both East and West. Other books by Evola published by Inner Traditions include Eros and the Mysteries of Love, The Yoga of Power, The Hermetic Tradition, and The Doctrine of
Awakening. Chiaroscuro and Other Stories 22 tales ﬁrst pub. 1912 tell of the lives of peasants living in the mountainous region of Sardinia. Author won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1926. The
Mosaics of Roman North Africa Studies in Iconography and Patronage Oxford University Press, USA A Key to the Exercises in Ollendorﬀ's New Method of Learning to Read, Write and
Speak the German Language The Child of Pleasure Mondial Originally published in 1889, this work's protagonist Andrea Sperelli introduced the Italian culture to aestheticism and a taste for
decadence. The young count seeks beauty, despises the bourgeois world, and rejects the basic rules of morality and social interaction. His corruption is evident in his sadistic superimposing of two women.
The New Science of Giambattista Vico Unabridged Translation of the Third Edition (1744) with the addition of "Practic of the New Science" Cornell University Press A pioneering treatise
that aroused great controversy when it was ﬁrst published in 1725, Vico's New Science is acknowledged today to be one of the few works of authentic genius in the history of social theory. It represents the
most ambitious attempt before Comte at comprehensive science of human society and the most profound analysis of the class struggle prior to Marx. The Ears of Hermes Communication, Images,
and Identity in the Classical World Though in many respects similar to us moderns, the Greeks and Romans often conceived things diﬀerently than we do. The cultural inheritance we have received
from them can therefore open our eyes to many "manners of life" we might otherwise overlook. The ancients told fascinating-but diﬀerent-stories; they elaborated profound-but diﬀerent-symbols. Above
all, they confronted many of the problems we still face today-memory and forgetfulness; identity and its strategies; absolutist moralism and behavioral relativity-only in profoundly diﬀerent ways, since
their own cultural forms and resources were diﬀerent. In The Ears of Hermes: Communication, Images, and Identity in the Classical World, renowned scholar and author Maurizio Bettini explores these
diﬀerent cultural experiences, choosing paths through this territory that are diverse and sometimes unexpected: a little-known variant of a myth or legend, such as that of Brutus pretending, like Hamlet,
to be a Fool; a proverb, like lupus in fabula (the wolf in the tale), that expresses the sense of foreboding aroused by the sudden arrival of someone who was just the subject of conversation; or great works,
like Plautus' Amphitruo and Vergil's Aeneid, where we encounter the mysteries of the Doppelgänger and of "doubles" fabricated to ease the pain of nostalgia. Or the etymology of a word-its own "story"leads us down some unforeseen avenue of discovery. While scholarly in presentation, this book, in an elegant English translation by William Michael Short, will appeal not only to classicists but also
students, as well as to anthropologists and historians of art and literature beyond classics. Jews on trial The Papal Inquisition in Modena, 1598–1638 Manchester University Press This electronic
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version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license. Jews on trial concentrates on Inquisitorial activity during the period which historians have argued was the
most active in the Inquisition’s history: the ﬁrst forty years of the tribunal in Modena, from 1598 to 1638, the year of the Jews’ enclosure in the ghetto. Scholars have in the past tended to group trials of
Jews and conversos in Italy together. This book emphasises the fundamental disparity in Inquisitorial procedure, as well as the evidence examined, and argues that this was especially true in Modena
where the secular authority did not have the power during the period in question to reject, or even signiﬁcantly monitor, Inquisitorial trial procedure. It draws upon the detailed testimony to be found in
trial transcripts to analyse Jewish interaction with Christian society in an early modern community. This book will appeal to scholars of inquisitorial studies, social and cultural interaction in early modern
Europe, Jewish Italian social history and anti-Semitism. A Hymn of Zoroaster Yasna 31 Sardinia in Ancient Times Achilleion A Neolithic Settlement in Thessaly, Greece, 6400-5600 B.C. Cotsen
Institute of Archaeology A rich picture of village life in the 7th and 6th millennia BC, as seen through the excavations of an important site in Greece. Especially noteworthy is the extensive corpus
ofmaterials relating to domestic cult practice (ﬁgurines and vessels). Also included are specialist studies of faunal and ﬂoral remains, lithics, and radiocarbon dates. The Study of Religion in the Italian
Universities Bodies of Vital Matter Notions of Life Force and Transcendence in Traditional Southern Italy Europe and Islam Wiley-Blackwell In this book Franco Cardini examines the ideas,
prejudices, disinformation and anti-information that have formed and coloured Europe's attitude towards Islam over 1500 years. The Punic Mediterranean Cambridge University Press A revisionist
exploration of identities and interactions in the 'Punic World' of the western Mediterranean. The Last Supper A Summer in Italy Farrar, Straus and Giroux A vivid and elegant account of a family's
season abroad by one of our ﬁnest contemporary authors Casting oﬀ a northern winter and an orderly life, a family decides to sell everything and go to Italy to search for art and its meanings, for freedom
from routine, for a diﬀerent path into the future. The award-winning writer Rachel Cusk describes a three-month journey around the Italy of Raphael and rented villas, of the Piero della Francesca trail and
the tourist furnace of Amalﬁ, of soccer and the simple glories of pasta and gelato. With her husband and two children, Cusk uncovers the mystery of a foreign language, the perils and pleasures of
unbelonging, and the startling thrill of discovery -- at once historic and intimate. Both sharp and humane in its exploration of the desire to travel and to escape, of art and its inspirations, of beauty and
ugliness, and of the challenge of balancing domestic life with creativity, The Last Supper is an astonishing memoir.
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